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About This Game

Put together the pieces of an animated jigsaw puzzle of Japan’s most beautiful scenery and watch it gradually come to life
before your eyes!

 “Beautiful Japanese Scenery - Animated Jigsaws” contains moving images from spring, summer, autumn and winter capturing
the natural beauty of Japan from all four seasons. Piece together scenes from some of Japanese most famous places including

Mt. Fuji, Kyoto, Tokyo and the Snow Monkeys enjoying a bath in a natural hot spring! The hectic scramble crossing at the
metropolitan Shibuya district in Tokyo is also included.

An easy-to-use interface such as separating edge and inner pieces makes solving puzzles fun and relaxing.

Features:

Easy-to-play traditional jigsaw puzzle

10 animated scenes of beautiful scenery from Japan

Famous locations taken from all seasons

Selection of three background colors

3 sizes for each puzzle: 60, 240 and 350 pieces
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Saves time spent completing each puzzle and each size

Separate edge and inner pieces

Each piece snaps into place for stress-free experience

Ability to snap individual pieces together

Save a puzzle half way and continue later

Selection of traditional Japanese music to choose from
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Title: Beautiful Japanese Scenery - Animated Jigsaws
Genre: Casual, Simulation
Developer:
BottleCube inc.
Publisher:
BottleCube inc.
Release Date: 15 Sep, 2016
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English,Japanese,French,German,Russian
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Quick and concise review: a relaxing jigsaw game with a twist. the backgrounds are actually animated so it adds an extra layer
of depth and challenge. Getting the 350 pieces jigsaws done is not an easy task.

The ability to separated edge of inner pieces in two piles is very welcomed, as is the "magnetizing" or snap if you manage to
place a piece in the correct spot. It all helps conveying a sense of relaxation while still giving you the challenge of assembling
several hundred-pieces puzzles.

The game also saves your progress so you can leave to take a rest and come back later to continue. That's a very good feature
that I recall few other puzzlers didn't have, forcing you to do them in one sitting. Not so much here, as such it's a perfect game
to switch to in between work!

On the technical side of course the game runs quite fine on moderate spec PCs (tried it in a laptop with an integrated Intel HD
card and results weren't as good however) so no issues there. It's mouse operated but with Steam controller config you can
certainly setup a controller to play as well, but I don't recommend it on the smaller pieces puzzles. You need the up close and
personal approach.

All in all quite recommended and I'm definitely considering taking a look at the rest of the developer offerings in this field, they
are great distractions in busy days and have achievements to track your progress too, as well as trading cards. Considering how
many hours I clocked without realizing, I would say buy it even at full price. At sale price it's a no brainer!
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